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measured coordinates according to the inverse of their variances; i.e. the smaller the variances the less our uncertainty.
Now to the computer .. .input the data and .... Upphs! There
is a weighted LS fit option available but it allows for errors
in only one of the variables. QB quickly checks his other
statistical program packages ... nothing and then finally digs
out his old statistics textbook ... nothing again. Yes, QB,
the good news is that you have defined the problem; but,
the bad news is that none of your statistical packages can
estimate the parameters for the errors in both variables
problem Ye:Xe LS model (and time is
will be
back soon). QB begins to panic!
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LS (least-squares) fitting of measured data to a function
is a common problem in many areas of science. It is also
one of the most used and abused methods in rese.arch today. Many powerful and easy to use statistical packages are
now available for the desktop computer and these can be
very useful for the analysis of our data; however, it has also
clearly increased the the possibility of misuse of statistics.
I extracted the following quote by an eminent statistician
writing in the journal Biometrics recently.

calms himself and assesses his situation quickly-It does
not seem possible that can solve this problem myself and
also seems very unlikely that I will be be able to find an existing computer solution before N1 returns. Of course QB
wishes to keep his job so he quickly decides on his course
of action.
don't I perform a Ye:X LS (errors in Yvariable only), a Xe:Y LS (errors in X-variable only) then
take the average of the two results - this should be close,
right? QB now feels a little better, enters the data into
his favorite statistical program and out comes the following
plots (fig. 1) which he will show to Nl when he returns.
However,
is still rather uneasy about his "quick-anddirty" solution.

Perhaps one of the most worrying features of
present:'day scientific research is the extent to
which complex statistical procedures have been
made available to research workers by statistical program packages in the absence of adequate
guidance for their use.
There are many computer packages which offer leastsquares curve fitting of different types of functions. Also,
some packages even allow the user to define their own functions which they wish to fit. My intent here is not to
compare the performance of these different packages; but,
rather to point out they often do not "fit" your problem
and thus should be used with extreme caution. In this note
I will deal with only one of the methods - LS fitting of
straight lines.
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QB (Quick Bob) finds a note from his boss (number 1 or
just N1 for short) on his desk with the following information.

2

I have collected the following data: (1,1), (2,5),
(5,3), (7,5) with weights at each data point of
(1,10), (2,5), (3,2) and (4,1). Give me a leastsquares straight line fit to these data. I would
like to see the results when I return froom lunch.

Ye:X
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Figure 1. Ye:X-LS fit to errors in V-variable only, Xe:YLS fit to errors in X-variable only, QBC-QB's compromise

plots these data points (a
Now, what to do? First,
good beginning).
concludes from this
that it does
not seem unreasonable to fit a straight line through these
points; but, of course one must have some reason for using a straight line fit-here
was told to fit the data to
a straight line so fortunately he does not need to justify
a
line
he was told to use a
LS fit and fortunately again,
earlier and remembers that
linear regression can
be used to obtain a LS fit to a straight line. Things are
looking promising now. But, what about the data weights
at each point.
assumes that these are the inverse of
the variances in x and y at each
Nl and
QB had been looking at some image data the day before
and N1 had mentioned to him the idea of
the

It can be shown, that under quite ordinary conditions
the estimated parameters obtained for Ye:X LS and Xe:Y
LS do not even bound the parameters obtained from Ye:Xe
at
This
makes
suspect to say the least.
Simply stated want to find parameters a, b in the straight
line equation: y = a + bx. I will only consider the case
Ye:Xe
measurement errors in both
since
the other cases are covered in most statistical textbooks.
Assume a set of data pairs (Xi, Yi), i = 1, ... , N with
11

ing factors WXi, WYi for each data point. The weighting
factors should reflect the uncertainty in Xi, Yi; thus, one
usually defines WXi = 1/ sx;, WYi = 1/ sy;, where SXi, SYi
is the standard deviation of Xi, Yi' Clearly, large (small)
weights reflect high (low) confidence in the accuracy of a
measurement. It can be shown that the weighted LS solution for straight line fits to errors in both variables can be
obtained by minimizing the following function:
N

s=

i=l

search methods are appropriate for this problem (apparently this simple and fast approach has been overlooked
PASCAL program with
in the past). Again, a
test data and references is available via FTP (FTP address:
for you to use as you
see fit.
It should now be clear that
compromise was inappropriate for this problem since the Ye:Xe LS solution
LS
is quite different.
line
Ye:X
l/sx; ~ l/sYt (l/syt «

where,

and

_ I:{:1
wtixi
N
I:i=l wti

X=

y=.::=.-..::.....,-o=---Wti

Once the b IS found which minimizes S then a = y - bx. It
is important to note that the slope, b, appears both in the
numerator of S and in the denominator as part of the "effective" weight, wti' This make the problem nonlinear in
b and in general requires some iterative procedure to solve
for the slope, b. Indeed this is where things have often
gone astray in the past-approximations, nonexact methods, slow convergence, etc.
Ye:Xe

QB's salary raise was not as much as he had hoped for the
following year. You see, the data really wasn't image data
but was some coded values which Nl was using for estimating salary raises. Had QB used the correct model (errors
in both variables) he would have gotten a more favorable
salary raise.
I have made a short list of what I call Five easy ways to
fail at statistical analysis
1. Avoid

of your data- "What
a waste of time, I know what my data looks like" .

2. Force your data to fit into the

able
your favorite statistical
the analysis I wanted to do isn't there then I
choose something close" .

Y

3.

5
4

will just

all statistical
to
assistants or your co-authors- "I have more important
things to do".

4. Never consider

a course in statistics- "I
repeat, I have more important things to do" .
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5.
known to
data".
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Figure 2. Ye:X-LS fit to errors in Y-variable only, Xe:YLS fit to errors in X-variable only, Ye:Xe-LS fit to errors
in both variables (the correct solution).

Unfortunately, there were errors in the pseudo-code for the
estimation of the mean and median frequencies; although
the computer code in ISBOl.ZIP was correct. Please make
the following corrections to PROCEDURE
on page
8.
replace
i2, S, Integrall)

Let's take a closer look at S before venturing into the
nonlinear morass.
an important observation is that
a does not appear in S thus we may be able to do some
sort of search for the minimum of S in one-dimension (e.g.
Brent's method). In general one-dimensional searches are
much easier to perform than multi-dimensional searches
(the curse of dimension).
before applying a oneabout the
dimensional search one must know
characteristics of the function S. I have spent considerable time investigating these rational quadratic polynomials in b and it seems
clear that one-dimensional

by
i2, F, S, Integrall)
(iI, i2, S, Integral2)
by

(iI, i2, F, S, Integral2)
replace

f Median

= (Half Area - Area)/Slope + f(k -1)

by

= (Half Area - PrevArea)/ Slope + f(k - 1)
Th-th-tha-that's all folks!
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Measuring ground reaction forces
has been a Kistler specialily for
demdes. Complete systems
including force plates, electronics
and user friendly software.
Unequalled accuracy and reliability
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Setting worldwide standards.
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